Feature-specific electrophysiological correlates of texture segregation.
Discrimination between a figure and its surround is an important first step of pattern recognition. This discrimination usually relies, as a first step, on the detection of borders between a figure and its surround, for example based on spatial gradients in luminance, colour, or texture. There is evidence that neurones in the visual cortex are specifically activated by segregation between textures, but the relation between segregation based on different types of features such as colour, luminance, and motion is unclear. Evoked EEG potentials specific to texture segregation were investigated in 17 observers in two separate experiments and by means of functional magnetic resonance imaging in a separate study (Fahle et al., in preparation). Differences in either luminance, colour, line orientation, motion, or stereoscopic depth defined a checkerboard pattern. Patterns defined by each of these features elicited segregation-specific potentials. In contrast to earlier reports (Vision Research 37 (1997) 1409), however, we find pronounced differences between the segregation-specific potentials evoked through different features, especially regarding their peak latencies. The topographical distribution of the activity evoked reveals different polarities and partly specific locations for different stimulus features, indicating the existence of different processors for texture segregation based on different features.